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PENCINTA ALAM 
NEWSLETTER OF THE MALAYSIAN NATURE SOCIETY 

 DATE :  12 SEPTEMBER 2020 (Saturday) 
 VENUE :  Online Meeting 
 TIME :  10AM 
 
To attend MNS's 73rd AGM and to receive the virtual meeting link, please pre-register  
your attendance by filling in the Google form at www.mns.my 
 
For more information, please contact Ms. Leong Wee Chin at 03-2287 9422 or  
Email membership@mns.org.my   
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The world celebrates World Firefly Day on 4th and 5th July. This is one insect 
that we all find fascinating and wonderful. Their twinkling in the darkness of 
the night like stars brought up close that we can even catch and touch them. 

In Malaysia, we are lucky to have many sites hosting fireflies, and most are 
found along the banks of rivers where foliage and trees abound, and human 
habitation is far away. There are some firefly’s habitat which have been found 
away from rivers or mangrove swamps and two of these are in well-known 
parks in Kuala Lumpur. 

Fireflies find their mate by flashing their light. Unfortunately, in these two 
parks, street lighting is kept on for a minority of people using the park at night 
and in the early morning. This in the long run will have a negative effect on 
the number and a sustainable habitat for them. 

Light pollution has been found to be one of the great decimators of the insect 
world apart of loss of habitat, chemical pollution, invasive species and climate 
change. Most insects are nocturnal coming out at night to feed and mate. 
Those which come out during the day may find artificial light affecting their 
rest at night. 

Lamps are a fatal attraction to moths, mistaking it for the moon because 
moths have evolved to travel by the moon. They circle around the many 
“moons” of artificial lighting until they overheat, died of tiredness or eaten by 
predators hanging around the “moon”. 

Other insects are also transfixed by artificial lights. They will fly around non-
stop around the light and stop their very own instinct and function to find 
food and reproduce and eventually die. 

Artificial light spots are also feeding stations for frogs, toads, lizards and 
geckos. The lights attract the insects and the abundance of insects attract the 
predators. 

Butterflies flutter during the day bringing color and joy to our flowers and 
gardens and of course fruits from pollination. However, in their younger days 
as caterpillars, munching as much leaves as possible so they can morph into 
butterflies or moths was done mainly at night. Studies have shown artificial  

 

lights have prolong the day length cycle for caterpillars and this has a profound 
on their pupal stage and reduction of population. 

Insects provide a huge mass of animal proteins to the animal world as they are 
near the bottom of the food pyramid and are preyed upon by all animals above 
them. Humans too are turning to insects for proteins in increasing amounts as a 
more sustainable food source. Insects also pollinate most of the stable food 
sources humans consume and use for animal feed. 

Insects are the most diverse and oldest creatures on earth and easily the most 
plentiful currently. A million species are said to have been named but scientists 
estimate four million have yet to be discovered. Yet for all the usefulness and 
benefits they give to us daily and the usefulness and benefits we have yet to 
discover from the species unknown, we are killing them by the millions every 
day when a light is flick on. 

Stopping light pollution from artificial lights to reduce the killing of insects is 
easiest to do. Just switch it off. Switch off the lights in parks and trails, give 
insects back that darkness they need to function and thrive as they have done 
for eons before humans. Take away your garden lights and install sensor lights 
for security rather than have it shinning for the night. Power consumption 
reduction is a given when less artificial lighting is used, and this in turn 
mitigates the climate change equation in reduction of insects and possibly 
humans too . 

A biologist once famously observed that “if insects were to vanish, the 
environment would collapse into chaos.”. Einstein too weigh in the 
disappearing insect issue by warning” If the bee disappeared off the surface of 
the globe than man would have only four years of life left.” 

It is a simple act to give back the darkness to insects so that the colors and food 
contributed by insects we need to light up our world and survival as a species 
here on earth can continue. Just switch off that light. 
 
KOO WEE HON 
PETALING JAYA 
(Wee Hon is a Subcommittee Member of MNS Selangor Green Living. This letter was 
published in The Star on 4 July 2020) 

Contributed by Wong Ee Lynn  

wongeelynn@yahoo.com /  

gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com 
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The Kedah State Government’s rush to resume logging activities in the 
Greater Ulu Muda Forest and  the Terengganu State Government’s decision to 
degazette the Belara Forest Reserve to make way for plantations are proof 
that politicians are incapable of thinking of the long-term consequences of 
their decisions or prioritising the future of the Planet and country. Upon the 
conclusion of each General Election, politicians and state governments 
proceed with indecent haste to degazette and log forested areas and exploit 
natural resources before they get voted out in the subsequent elections. 
Clearly the lessons taught by the COVID-19 pandemic on the importance of 
preserving ecological balance and biodiversity are lost on Malaysian political 
leaders, who are wired for instant gratification and not long-term thinking. 
 
In theory, logging may appear to be a sustainable activity and timber may 
appear to be a renewable resource. However, this is no longer the case in 
countries such as Malaysia due to diminishing forests and the overexploitation 
of forests and forest products.  
 
The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations reports that 
Malaysia has seen a 60% decline in log exports since 1980 due to the decline 
in harvestable forest products. Surely there are enough clear indicators that 
the overharvesting of timber and forest products in the short term will lead to 
a greater loss of potential earnings in the long run, while increasing the risk of 
environmental disasters.  
 
In spite of the fact that forests are made up of flora and fauna that are 
capable of propagation and regeneration, tropical rainforests are hardly the 
renewable resources that politicians take them for. Primary forests are 
complex and fragile ecosystems. Once disturbed for logging, quarrying, or 
agricultural activities, secondary forest species and recolonisers such as fast-
growing climbing plants and epiphytes grow in the clearings created by 
human activity. Over time, these recolonisers overtake the primary rainforest 
species in their numbers and affect the composition and biodiversity of a   

forest, changing its very nature, and increasing the risk of mass extinction of 
thousands of species.  
 
Disturbed and cleared rainforests, even if fortunate enough not to be clear-cut 
and converted into plantations, quarries, or dams, end up becoming 
unproductive wastelands that are incapable of supporting wildlife or providing 
the same variety of ecosystem services, such as flood mitigation and carbon 
sequestration, as primary rainforests. The reduced ability of a cleared or 
decimated forest to absorb solar energy and release water vapour leads to 
higher temperatures and a decline in rainfall. 
 
The Greater Ulu Muda Forest, for instance, is a critical water catchment area 
for the northern states of Kedah, Perlis and Penang and supplies water to, 
among others, the Ahning, Muda and Pedu Dams. Ulu Muda further provides 
economic and sociocultural services which include ecotourism, the harvesting 
of forest products, and a home for indigenous and rural communities. 
According to the World Wildlife Fund for Nature (WWF) Malaysia, the Ulu 
Muda forest complex supplies as much as 96% of Kedah’s, 50% of Perlis’ and 
80% of Penang’s water supply. In addition to providing water for domestic, 
industrial and agricultural use, Ulu Muda also provides vital ecological services 
such as climate regulation, soil erosion prevention, biodiversity conservation 
and maintenance of soil, water and air quality.  
 
The 2016 drought affecting the northern states of Peninsular Malaysia is 
directly linked to logging activities in the Ulu Muda forest complex, which 
affected climate and water cycle patterns, resulting in a massive decline in dam 
water levels and a postponement of the paddy planting season.  
 
Logging in Ulu Muda would affect the survival and food and water security of a 
significant percentage of the population of Northern Peninsular Malaysia. Is the 
Kedah State Government prepared to deal with the environmental and 
economic fallout of the deforestation of Ulu Muda?  

 

Contributed by Wong Ee Lynn  

wongeelynn@yahoo.com /  

gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com 
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As for the Belara Forest Reserve, this lowland tropical rainforest which is 
home to Great Hornbills and other vulnerable and endangered species was 
surreptitiously degazetted to make way for palm oil plantations. We can 
already foresee some of the immediate adverse impacts of the 
degazettement and deforestation. Orchard owners whose fruit orchards 
surround the Belara Forest Reserve will see reduced yield, and more 
contamination of soil and water due to the agricultural chemicals used in 
conventional oil palm cultivation. When forests are cleared, malaria and 
dengue infections will rise. Landslides and flash floods will be a common 
occurrence, as ground cover crops are eliminated in monoculture plantations. 
Perhaps there will be another disastrous flood, more severe than the one that 
destroyed much of the East Coast in the monsoon season of 2014-2015. Is 
that the price the people of Terengganu are willing to pay for a few extra jobs 
that come with the opening up of new plantations? Is the Terengganu State 
Government willing to bear the healthcare costs of mosquito-borne diseases 
and respiratory illnesses arising from haze and poorer air quality? Does the 
State Government have plans to deal with increased human-wildlife conflict 
and water and food insecurity following deforestation, floods, drought, and 
haze?  
 

Until State Governments can explain such plans to us in detail and persuade 
us that they are equipped to handle the loss and damage arising from the loss 
of forests, they cannot be said to be acting in the best interests of the state or 
its citizens, and their actions therefore lack moral and political legitimacy.  

 
Politicians need to be able to look beyond the next 5-10 years and think about 
the future of the country in the next 50-100 years. Politicians who put short-
term personal benefits above long-term environmental protection and the 
well-being, health, and safety of its citizens have no place in a responsive and 
democratic society.  

 
WONG EE LYNN 
PETALING JAYA 
(Ee Lynn is the Coordinator of MNS Selangor Green Living and this letter was published 
in Malaysiakini on 25 June 2020 and in The Star on 26 June 2020)  

Contributed by Wong Ee Lynn  

wongeelynn@yahoo.com /  

gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com 

 

Photo by David Riaño Cortés from Pexels 
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By Ng Zhang Hui 

“Fast fashion” refers to clothing that is 
produced quickly and cheaply in styles 
seen on the runway. H&M, Topshop, and 
other big stores produce coats, sweaters, 
and jackets that reflect the latest trends 
at relatively low prices. 
 
Retailers who cater to “fast fashion” 
typically use synthetic fabrics, which are 
composed of chemicals rather than natural 
fibres. Such materials contain toxic 
substances. When clothing made from 
synthetic fibres is washed, it sheds tiny, 
barely visible plastics and dyes that seep 
into the air and waterways. 
 
“There used to be two fashion seasons in a 
year, autumn/winter and spring/summer,” 
said Najah Onn. “But now, it seems that 
there’s a trend 52 weeks in a year, which 
is completely unsustainable.” 
 
Onn is an environmental engineer who 
describes herself as a “conscientious 
fashionista”. In her blog, “fashinFidelity”, 
she raises awareness about the 
differences between fast fashion and 
ethically-produced, sustainable clothing. 
 
 Continued on next page… 

Photo by Kai Pilger from Pexels 

Fast fashion does more than harm the environment. It adversely affects garment 
workers, many of them based in India, China, Bangladesh, and other developing 
countries. Producing clothing quickly and cheaply often means dangerous working 
conditions, low wages, and a lack of basic human rights. 
 

From Trend to Trash 
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“SLOW FASHION” 
 
Onn, who is based in Australia, champions “slow 
fashion”. This means buying garments that are 
organic, vintage, or made from recycled materials. 
 
Onn is also a proponent of creating one’s own look at 
home. She encourages young people to get involved in 
the effort. 
 
Francesca Chen, 15, of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, is 
paying attention. She recently made accessories for 
her school play instead of buying them. “My friend 
and I turned leftover cereal boxes into two hats,” 
Francesca said. “The hats looked perfect.” 
 
The teen cited another example. “When I found that 
my old jeans had become too tight below the knees,” 
she said. “I just cut them off and made shorts.” 
 
Zelda, 12, of Selangor, has found yet another way to 
cut down on environmental waste. “I wear my siblings’ 
hand-me-downs,” she said. “They’re still in good 
condition and look nice.” 

ECO KIDS 
By Ng Zhang Hui 

Photo by Ylanite Koppens from Pexels 
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MNS Selangor Branch  
Annual General Meeting 2020 
Date: 22 August, 2020 (Saturday) 

Venue: Auditorium, Wisma WIM, 7 Jalan Abang Haji 
Openg, Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur  

GPS Coordinates: 3°08’36.0″N 101°37’54.8″E   

Time: 10.30 am - 12 pm 

Schedule: 

 

 

 

As we have to comply with the social distancing 
requirements, the capacity at the Auditorium is 
limited. Therefore, kindly pre-register your attendance 
(with your membership number) by emailing it 
to mns.selangor.branch@gmail.com  

Time Duration Details 
9.45 am – 10. 29 am 44 minutes Registration 
10.30 am – 12.00 pm 1 ½ hour Branch AGM 

Photo by ICSA from Pexels 
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MNS SELANGOR PHOTOGRAPHY GROUP  

Photography Trip to Jerai Geopark, 
Kedah  
Date: 5 - 8 September 2020 (4 Days/3 Nights)  

(Subjected to the latest Government movement order on combating 
COVID-19, hence may be postponed if necessary)  

We are going up north of Peninsular Malaysia this time, to the Jerai 
Geopark, Kedah! 

A geopark is a unified area that advances the protection and use of 
geological, natural, historical and cultural heritage in a sustainable way, 
and thereby promotes the economic well-being of the local people.  

The Jerai Geopark which encompasses two districts, namely Yan and 
Kuala Muda, has been proclaimed as a National Geopark in 2018. The 
main contributing factor to Jerai Geopark is its unique geological aspect 
– the oldest rocks in Malaysia are found there. Another important 
contributing factor is the astounding archaeological revelations of 
ancient civilisation at Bujang Valley and Sungai Batu areas. Evidence 
unearthed at the Sungai Batu area dated way ahead of Cambodia’s 
Angkor Wat, making Sungai Batu archaeological site the oldest ancient 
civilisation site in South East Asia! From the archaeological excavation 
so far, it can be inferred that in ancient Kedah, this area was a former 
thriving international centre port, an iron smelting hub, as well as a 
religious centre. Mount Jerai stands at 1,175m high and was used by 
the ancient seafarers and Indian traders as a navigational point 1,500 
years ago. 

 
Continued on next page… 
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This exciting photography trip will focus on nature and 
landscape photography, encompassing Jerai Geopark and its 
surroundings: views from Jerai mountain top, the sea of 
rolling golden paddy fields (near harvesting season), 
sprawling mangrove forest, spectacular waterfalls, rich flora 
and fauna at different altitudes, etc., as well as a visit to 
Sungai Batu and Bujang Valley Archaeological sites. 

Trip Cost is RM300.00 per pax.  

* Trip cost includes shared accommodation with air-
conditioning and certain specified meals.  

* Cost does not include transportation, entrance fees (if any) 
and personal expenditure. 

* Participants are encouraged to carpool. 

Maximum participants: 18 

To register, kindly submit membership details to NL Ling at 
019-8346623 or Chang at 016-3327797. Payment must be 
made in full in order for the seat to be confirmed, on a first-
come-first-served basis. The payment is non-refundable; 
however, it may be transferable. 

 



Missed out our 2019‟s Night Walk? No worries, Night Walk Programme is 

back! 

 

Have you ever walk in the rainforest during the night? Do you know what 

animals can be found at night, and what do they do? Come and join our 

programme namely “Night Walk in FRIM Forest”, and experience the sights 

and sounds of the FRIM forest at night. 

 

This night walk is a wonderful opportunity for families with children (min. age 

of 13) to witness the nocturnal species that only come out at night! This 

programme is organized by NEC and experts from MNS SIG Herp group and 

will be held on Saturday of 8th August 2020 and 19th Dec 2020. 

 

You will need to dress up warmly, wear a long sleeves t-shirt as mosquitoes 

will hunt for your blood. Wear a long stocking as well for leach protection and 

wear your sport shoes. Bring your raincoat or waterproof jacket, as the tours 

proceed rain. 

 

Participants will get the opportunity to learn about the rainforest biodiversity 

and animal behaviours, and thus, to foster a great sense of appreciation 

towards our Mother Nature.  

 

Date              : 8th August 2020 or 19th Dec 2020 

 

Time              : 8.30 pm-11.00 pm 

 

Age                : 13 years old & above 

 

Venue           : FRIM-MNS Nature Education Centre (NEC), FRIM Kepong 

 

Fee                : RM85/pax 

 

**Fee includes MNS facilitators, insurance and FRIM entrance fee.  

 

For registration, please fill in the google form: 

https://forms.gle/xtzshcdk2t8rMDUv9  

 

Let‟s join us now as the seats are limited! Don‟t miss the chance again! 
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“Kids Night Walk @ FRIM” is back again this year! Join us this time 

and together we will discover and experience FRIM forest at night. This 

night walk is a wonderful opportunity for families with children (min. age 

of 7) to learn about nocturnal animals, the animals that active at night. 

By learning about their adaptations, we become more sensitive to their 

traits and potentially develop our own senses further and not only rely on 

our sense of sight. Participants will get the opportunity to learn more 

about the rainforest biodiversity and animal behaviour, and thus, foster a 

great sense of appreciation towards our Mother Nature.  

 

Date   :18th Sept 2020 (2nd Session) 

 

Time  : 8.30pm – 10.30pm 

 

Venue: FRIM-MNS Nature Education Centre, FRIM Kepong         

 

Age     : 7 to 12 years old 

 

Fee     : RM85/pax for 1st child registration,  

              RM65/pax for next child registration  

              RM45/parent 

 

**Fee includes MNS facilitators, certificate, insurance and FRIM 

entrance fee 

 

For registration, please fill in the google form: 

https://forms.gle/xMqL4sVfAeEgwdDW8  
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MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
INTENSIFYING OUR EFFORTS 

Special Message to All Members and especially to Branch Committees  

As we begin to get back to our normal living style, let’s remember the blue skies, bird song and good, fresh air we were 
able to enjoy during Covid-19 MCO.  

It was a reminder of how good life can be.   To enable MNS to promote the protection of rainforests, as well as the 
indigenous species of plants and animals (large and small), your help is vital to increase MNS membership numbers.  

At the beginning of September 2019, the council introduced a Membership Promotion, whereby Branches can receive 
funds when they increase their membership numbers. The graph below shows the current situation of members at the 
branches, in general, requiring strengthening. 

The promotion ends on 31 August 2020, so please make a special effort over the next two months to encourage your 
family, friends, neighbours and anyone else you might meet, to join MNS for the fun reasons of companionship and 
helping to improve our quality of life by protecting Malaysian Rainforests.  

If you as an individual can recruit five new 

members, then your next renewal is FREE.  

11 
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Last 
Chance! 
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JOHOR BRANCH 

https://www.facebook.com/MalaysianNat

ureSocietyJohor/ 

 Chair 

Vice Chair 

Secretary 

Abbott Chong Ching Hua  

abbott_chong@yahoo.com  

Moses Wong Choo Hooi  

junglemania64@yahoo.com  

Belinda Wong Mei Lang  

belinda@bellogistics.com 

KEDAH BRANCH 

3 Jalan Timor 1, Kawasan Perusahaan  

Mergong Barrage, 05150 Alor Setar, 

Kedah 

Chair 

Vice Chair 

Secretary 

Lt. Kol Husamuddin bin  

Yaacob ; husaya@gmail.com  

Mohamad Yani Madewnus  

madew75@gmail.com  

Phang Fatt Khow  

fkphang05@yahoo.com 

KELANTAN BRANCH 

204, Jln Sultan Yahya Petra, 15150 Kota 

Bharu, Kelantan. meklawa@gmail.com 

Chair 

Vice Chair 

Secretary 

Nazahatul Anis Amaludin  

anisamaludin@gmail.com  

Che Azman B Nawi  

cheazman_Nawi@yahoo.com  

Wong Mei Lin  

meklawa@gmail.com 

LANGKAWI BRANCH 

mnslangkawi@yahoogroups.com 

Chair 

Vice Chair 

Secretary 

Eric R. Sinnaya  

morahols@gmail.com  Dato‟ 

Alexander Issac  
alex@tropicalcharters.com.my  

Daisy Jeyarani A/P Samuel 

daisy_samuel_2005@yahoo 

.com 

NEGERI SEMBILAN/ MELAKA BRANCH 

Chair 

Vice Chair 

Secretary 

Vuthy Taing  

vuthy55@yahoo.com   

Lim Ming Hui  

limmel05@yahoo.com  

Carol See Oi Kuan  

lattelover38@gmail.com 

PAHANG BRANCH 

mnsphg@yahoo.com.sg 

Chair 

Vice 

Chair 

Secretary 

Noor Jehan Bt Abu Bakar  

versed_anggerik@yahoo.com  

Bong Sze Wai  

mnspahang@gmail.com   

Chow Mee Foong  

chowmeefoong@yahoo.com 

PENANG BRANCH 

Nature Information Centre (NIC),  

673-B Jalan Kebun Bunga, 

10350 Penang. Tel: 013-4537992 

Open Mon-Sat, 7.30am-11.30am (Call  

before visiting) 

mnspenang@yahoo.com 

Chair 

Vice Chair 

Secretary 

Tan Choo Eng  

chooengtan@yahoo.com  

Tajul Arosh Baroky  

tajul_ab@yahoo.com   

Beryl Nolan 

nolanberyl@gmail.com  

DIRECTORY 
PERAK BRANCH 

70 Jln Chan Chee Keong, Ipoh Garden  

South, 31400 Ipoh, Perak  

mnsperak@gmail.com 

Blog: mnsperak@yahoogroups.com 

Chair 

Vice Chair 

Secretary 

Leow Kon Fah  

leow_kingfisher@yahoo.com  

Zaharil Dzulkafly  

zaharil_tbp@hotmail.com  

Georgia Tham Yim Fong  

georgi8tham@yahoo.com 

SABAH (KOTA KINABALU) BRANCH 

Chair 

Vice Chair 

Secretary 

Anna Wong  

annawg888@gmail.com   

Jimmy Omar  

jemyomar@gmail.com   

Lawrence Alan Anak Bansa 

alanbez89@gmail.com 

SARAWAK (KUCHING) BRANCH 

mnskuching@gmail.com 

Chair 

Vice Chair 

Secretary 

Rose Au Nyat Jun  

anyatjun@yahoo.com  

Asha Devi Kaushal  

princezhope@gmail.com  

Audrey Dominic Neng  

audreyneng@gmail.com 

SELANGOR BRANCH 

https://www.facebook.com/mnsselangorbr

anch 

mns.selangor.branch@gmail.com 

Chair Pasupathy Jayaraj  

pasupathy_jayaraj@yahoo.com 

Wong Ee Lynn 

wongeelynn@yahoo.com 

Grace Chin Haw Yiing  

gracehychin@gmail.com 

Secretary 

TERENGGANU BRANCH 

24896, Taman Kiara, Pekan Batu 6, 

21200  Kuala Terengganu  

mnsterengganu@gmail.com 

Chair 

Vice Chair 

Secretary 

Wong Chee Ho  

cheeho04@yahoo.com 

Nik Mohd Shibli B Nik Jaafar  

nmshibli75@gmail.com  

James Tan Chun Hong  

chtan.james@gmail.com 

SABAH (SANDAKAN) BRANCH 

Chair 

Vice-Chair 

Secretary 

Hatta B Yunus@Sawabi  

hattasawabi@gmail.com  

Ooi Chin Hock  

ooichinhock@gmail.com  

Chong Ket Vui Dusun  

dusun_chong@yahoo.com 

SARAWAK (MIRI) BRANCH 

mnsmiri@yahoo.com 

Blog: http://mnsmiri.blogspot.com 

Chair 

Vice Chair 

Musa Musbah 

sammua@yahoo.com 

Khuzaimi B Abdollah @ Abdullah 

khuzaimi_abdullah@live.com.my 

Achmed Azizie B  Marzuki  

achmedazizie@hotmail.com 

MNS HQ 

JKR 641, Jalan Kelantan, 

Bukit Persekutuan, 50480 Kuala Lumpur  

(just before the Seri Perdana turn-off on  

Jalan Mahameru) 

Open: Mondays – Fridays 9 am–5:30 pm  

T: 03-2287 9422 F: 03-2287 8773 

mns@mns.org.my www.mns.my  

Membership: Leong Wee Chin 

BRANCH COMMITTEE 2019-2021 

BRANCH COMMITTEE 2017-2019 

Secretary 

Vice Chair 
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PENCINTA ALAM is a monthly newsletter made  

possible by dedicated volunteers and contributors  

from the Malaysian Nature Society. Accuracy is the  

contributor‟s responsibility. The Editor reserves the  

right to edit for length and content. 

 

 

 

 
The Malaysian Naturalist Facebook page is now available with current articles and  

other interesting news. Do like the page at this 

link https://www.facebook.com/MalaysianNaturalist 

Submissions: Articles including the author and photographers‟ 

names (max.  800 words), advertisements, digital images (100 dpi & 

no larger than 640 x  480 pixels & separately from the article), etc. 

must reach the Editor by the 13th of each month (unless noted 

otherwise) via the following e-mail address: tapir2005@gmail.com. 

Advertising rates: 

Classifieds : RM5 per column inch  

Quarter page ad : RM30 

Half page ad : RM60 

Payments: 

-All payments must be made to „Malaysian Nature Society Selangor Branch‟. 

-Please bank in cash or cheque to Maybank MBB account no 014150307352. 

-After banking in, please scan the slip and e-mail it with your advertisement  

to tapir2005@gmail.com and berniechin118@yahoo.com. 

Discount rate for ads paid in advance: 

3 adverts paid in advance – 5% off published rate;  6 

adverts paid in advance – 10% off published rate;  9 

adverts paid in advance – 15% off published rate;  12 

adverts paid in advance – 20% off published rate. 

Computer Recycling Collection Centre 

The MNS Penang, Nature Information Centre (NIC) is a  

designated recycling collection centre for old computers  

and computer parts by the Penang City Council. 

Please send your unwanted computers and parts to the  

NIC to be sent for recycling by DOE approved recycling  

establishment. 

Contact Kanda at 013-4537992 for more information or  

check out Penang Branch web pages. 
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